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Pirrarni wati manu karnta 
pala yanu wirlinyi pirli-kirra 
marluku,
3
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Warrkarnu-pala pirlingka 
karnkarlarra kuja-pala parlu- 
pungu marlu-jarra.
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Watiji wangkajalkurla 
karntaku kankarlarra. 
"Nyangka-palangu marlu- 
jarra kapala karrimi pirlingka. 
Nyinaya nyampuria kajirna 
marlu pantinjini kurlarda- 
kurlurlu."
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Watiji nyanjarla yanulku 
marlu-jarrakuju. Panturnulku 
marlu jintaju. Ngula-jangkaju 
pina kangurnulku karnta- 
kurra.
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Nyangulku karntangkuju 
wangkajalkurla. "Kanyirli 
ngurra-kurra purranjaku manu 
yungurlipa ngarnilki."
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Junga-juku kangu-pala 
ngurra-kurra purranjaku manu- 
pala ngarnulku.
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Hunting kangaroos
Yesterday a man and a woman went to the hill hunting 
kangaroos.
They went up the hill and the man saw two kangaroos.
Then the man told the woman to wait. He said, “111 go and 
get that kangaroo.”
He killed one kangaroo. Then he brought it back to the 
woman.
The woman saw him with the kangaroo and said, “Let’s take 
it back to the camp so that we can cook it and eat it.”
So they took it to the camp and cooked it. Then they ate it.
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